
Our growing company is hiring for a business operations & strategy. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for business operations & strategy

Work closely with sales, account management, customer service, content
creation, and marketing to ensure that their teams are able to hit their
targets, helping them to optimize processes and knowledge
Manage the development of key business requirements for feature
development on the sites and oversee the teams needed to implement
Monitor, measure, and report on operational issues, opportunities, and
development against company objectives
Work with product development to develop strategies and activities to
increase user experience and conversion optimization
Online intuition- a natural inquisitiveness to what is happening online and a
familiarity with web technologies and web monetization
Strong Business Sense - an excellent understanding of costs and benefits and
an ability to use that understanding to prioritize activities
Highly analytical mind– demonstrated experience tracking core business
metrics and making or recommending decisions based on those metrics
Organized – able to keep multiple balls in the air and to deconstruct complex
activities into their component parts, track those parts, and manage the
activities to completion
Practical – you value getting stuff done more than the big idea
Team Player – a sincere willingness to place the team above yourself

Example of Business Operations & Strategy Job
Description
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Extensive exposure to financial and operational modeling and analytics
Pre- and post-MD&A experience (e.g., opportunity screening, deal execution,
integration)
2+ years of related experience in operations administration or a
demonstrable track record of leveraging similar skillsets in other areas
Excellent written
Proficient in basic computer modules, especially Google Drive and Microsoft
Office
Experience with industry standard business architecture framework like
TOGAF, BOST (ProAct), Zachmann, Gartner to drive business optimization /
maturity / scalability efforts is a plus


